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In situations of language conlact it is often the case that the language of
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lesser (economic or political) prestige adapts to the patterns of the
superordinate language (Bloomfield, 1933; Weinreich, 1953). This kind

of convergence may occur at all levels of linguistic structure, although
lexical transference has been by far the most widely attested.

GARY D. KELLER

The grammatical component of language has traditionally been
cOhsidered relatively stable and perhaps even impervious to external

Ea..ltern Mldllgart L'lIIl/eni(v

influence (Meillet, 1921; Sapir, 1921). More recently. however. empiric

al studies of language use in a wide variety of multilingual communities
(e.g., Weinreich, 1953; Gumperz and Wilson, 1971; Clyne. 1972; Klein.
1976; Lavandera, 1981) have demonstrated that grammatical systems in

contact can influence each other. In particular, Gumperz and Wilson's

seminal study of multilingualism in Kupwar. India (1971) describes a

situation in which the grammatical systems of three languages have

fOnverged to such an extent that they may be said to have a single
syntactic surface structure (p. 2:)fi).

The Puerto Rican fOrnrnunilies in the United Slates provide an

excellent example of language contact, as many have contained stable
bilingual populations sinre the 1930's. The influence of English on
Puerto Rican Spanish has been noted throughout the history of the
contart situation (e.g., de Granda, I%H; Kleill, 1976; Perez Sala, 1973;
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Anisman, 1975; Varo, 1971; Seda Bonilla, 1970). The majority of these
observations, however, have been impressionistic and have focused
predominantly on the easily discernible process of lexical transference.

GOALS
In this study we examine quantitatively the systems of tense, mood, and
aspect in Puerto Rican Spanish spoken in the United States. Verb usage
is a sensitive gauge of linguistic influence or change. The verbal system is
a tightly knit amalgam of morphology, syntax, and semantics and can
signal change at any of these levels. Verbs appear in virtually every
sentence, making it feasible to collect a large body of data for analysis. In
addition, the number of different forms, though large, is not unmanage
able. Finally, there is sufiicient overlap of the English and Spanish verb
systems to allow meaningful corn parisons.
By focusing on these core elements of grammar, traditionally most
resistant to chaIlge, we hope to shed some empirical light on the general
problem of linguistic evolution in multilingual communities: Is the
influence of the prestige language as pervasive as has been claimed, or is
it largely limited to low-level but highly visible lexical transference? I
Specifically, we will seek answers to the following questions:

1. Has the system of tense, mood, and aspect Llsed by Puerto Ricans
in the United States diverged from Spanish as spoken in Puerto
Rico or from standard Castilian Spanish?
2. Are the semantic fields, or ranges of meaning, of verb forms
being extended or restricted, and in what direction? Are some
forms being extended to cover semantic fields of other forms
which have fallen into disuse within the Puerto Rican Spanish
system, or is there adaptation to specifically English semantic
fields?
3. Who is initiating any divergence from standard varieties? Is the
change favored by bilingual or English-dominant speakers of
Puerto Rican Spanish? Do these speakers employ some verb
forms where they are not used by monolingual speakers of
Puerto Rican Spanish?
4. What can we predict about the Puerto Rican Spanish tense/mood
system in the speech of future generations?
To answer these questions, this study makes an empirical assessment
of the distribution of surface verb forms throughout the entire verbal
paradigm, as well as the semantic fields covered by each. We compare
the relative frequencies of these forms with data from standard Puerto
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Rican Spanish, modern and fifteenth-century peninsular Spanish, and
English. Such systematic quantitative analysis should produce valuable
evidence with which to corroborate or refute the observations of less
extensive, qualitative studies of verb usage in American Spanish which
characterize the literature (cited in Floyd, 1978).
Other motivations for a study of verb usage come from educational
curricula, methodology, and language proficiency testing. Knowledge of
the actual distribution of verb forms in Puerto Rican Spanish would be a
helpful tool in the determination of teaching practices and priorities. Iv
is just beginning to be acknowledged (Paulston, 197H) that grammatical
structures cannot be taught to native speakers in the same way as they
have traditionally been taught to nonnatives: the competence already
possessed by the students should be taken into consideration. If certain
forms occur rarely or never in Puerto Rican speech, they can be assigned
lower priority in the learning load than other more frequent and
functional structures.
There are further implications for the testing of language proficiency.
Current rating scales are based on indications of successful acquisition of
vocabulary it�ms as well as of specific verb forms.:Z However, without
data on both the actual frequency of occurrence of given forms and their
fUIlctional load, any assessment of proficiency based on their acquisition
must be arbitrary or, at best, geared toward foreign rather than native
linguistic competence. Forms that are members of "regular" grammati
cal paradigms are not always learned first by the native speaker and, as
we will show, some of the most complicated structures are also the most
commonly used. Measurements of language proficiency should register
these facts.

HYPOTHESIS
Several mechanisms for the grammatical inf1uence of one language
upon another have been postulated. De Granda (19G8) posits a process
of "grammaticalization," or convergence of the Spanish spoken in
Puerto Rico to parallel English structures. He claims that the inf1uence
of the prestige language (English) forces the subordinate language to
select and favor those forms which most closely parallel its own semantic
fields or expressive forms while eliminating those which have less
correspondence with it (p. 1(6).
Klein (1976, p. 1) has suggested that such a process might be most
likely to occur in areas where the languages in contact have constructions
which are parallel morphologically but which only partially overlap in
their conditions of use. In a quantitative study of the use of two such
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const ructions in the Puerto Rican Spanish of Spanish-dominant and
bilingual speakers in the United States, she found that the bilinguals'
system of present reference in Puerto Rican Spanish was converging
with English (p. 13).
In explaining the convergence of three gra mmatical systems in
Kupwar to the extent that all speakers now speak "word-for-word
translatable codes, " Gumperz and Wilson (1971) suggested that it is the
need for constant code switching which has led to reduClion
and
adaptati on in linguistic structure (p. 271).
In the Puerto Rican speech community under investigation, code
switching (along with the monolingual use of Spanish and English) is
also an integral part of the communicative repenoire (Pedraza, 1979).
Moreover, the code switching behavior of the com munity has been
found (Poplack, 1980, 1981) to obey a syntactic equivalence constrain
t:
codes tend to be switched at points around which the surface structures
of the two languages map onto each other. Given this constraint, and the
u se of code switching as an interactional resource, we might expect to
find, as has been suggested by Lavandera (1981) for a bilingual Chicano
dialect, that Puerto Rican Spanish verb usage is being reinterpreted
on
the model of English to provide more potential loci for gramma tical
code switching.
To examine this possibili ty, we will first compare the standard Spanish
and English verbal systems. For those usages where the two systems
already coincide, we cannot expect the inf1uence of one language
to
cause a change in the other. On the other hand, those areas in which the
two systems differ to a greater or lesser extent could conceivably reveal
transference from one language to another.
Table 1 shows that of the 26 verb forms under consideration, 10
coincide totally with English usage. None of the six morphological
manifestations of the Spanish subjunctive mood corresponds to
any
E nglish form, as English may be considered to have preserved
the
subjunct ive/indic ative distinction only lexically in a closed set of forms
involving the first and third person (Quirk and Greenbaum, 1978,
pp.
51-52). An additional 10 forms show partially overlapping conditions
of
usage with English, a situation hypothesized to favor transference from
one language to the other. These will be examined in greater
detail in
the ensuing section.

DISTRIBUTION OF VERB FORMS
BY SEMANTIC FIELD
A variety,of meanings may be expressed by a single surface verb, and the
converse is also true. The various forms in Table 1 may be organized
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Table 1

Overlapping Conditions of Usage in Standard Spanish and S tandard English
Verbal Forms

Nu Overlap
PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE:

bese 'that 1 kiss'

IMPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE:

besara 'that 1 (would) kiss'
FUTURE SUBJUNCTIVE:

besare 'that 1 (will) kiss'

PRESENT PERFECT SUBJ UNCTIVE:

hava besado 'that 1 have
'
kissed'
PRETERITE PERFECT
SUBJUNCTIVE:

huhiera hesadu 'that 1 had
kissed'

FUTURE PERFECT SUB
J UNCTIVE:

hubiere hesadu 'that 1 have
kissed'

Tolal O"erlap

Parlial Overlap
SIMPLE PRESENT:

PRETERITE PEEFECT:

IMPERFECT:

PRETERITE AI\TERIOR:

bew '1 kiss'

be.\aba 'I used to kiss/was
kissing'

PRETERITE:

bese 'I kissed/did kiss'
PRESENT PERFECT:

he besado 'I kissed/ha ve
kissed'

PRETERITE AUXILIARY
+ INFINITIVE:

pude besar, IUlJf qUi' besar
'I could/had to kiss'
IMPERFECT AUXILIARY
+ INFINITIVE:

p odia be.wr, lenia que besar
'I could/had to kiss'
PRESENT PROGRESSIVE:

esluy besandu 'I am kissing'

IMPERFECT PROGRESSIVE:

eslaba besando 'I was kiss
ing'
PRETERITE PROGRES
SIVE:

esluve besando 'I was kiss
ing'
FUTURE:

besare 'I will kiss'

haUa be.lado 'I had kissed'
hube be.wdo 'I had kissed'
FUTl'RE PERFECT:

habre be.\adu 'I will have
kissed'
CONDITIONAL:

be.\aria 'I would kiss'
PRETERITE CON
DITIONAL:

habria besado 'I would
have kissed'

PRETERITE PERIPHRAS
TIC FUTURE:

VOV (l

'

be.lar 'j am going to

kiss'

IMPERFECT
PERIPHRASTIC:

iba (l besar 'I was going to
kiss'
PRESENT AUXILIARY +
INFINITIVE:

p uedo besar, lengo que besar
'I can/have to kiss'
1MPERATIVE:

ibesa! 'kiss!'
INFINITIVE:

besar 'to kiss'

into three semantic fields: {PAST}, {PRESENT}, and {FUTURE}. We
provide here a su mmary examinati�n of t � e surface possibilities :01'
.
.
expressing each verbal semantIC field Il1 Spanish, as well as a companson
with English possibilities w here relevant.

{Present}
Four verbal forms may be u sed to express the semantic field {PRESENT}
in Spanish, as can be seen in (1) below:
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la. Sill/pte I'r('sl'Ill: Yo soy de Cayev. Till from Cayey.' (00;)10 l(;fl
lb. Pn'sl'tlt Auxiliary + 1lIlllIithle: No Jilm/m hab/ar Illucho ell ing-I(.s
'
COil III igo. 'They can't speak much Ellglish with me. ' (O:)7/;)in)
Ie. P resent Progressive: Estoy ('(ollO/lliwlldo diIlero. Till saviIlg
money. ' (OlHI029)
Id. Future: No se porque .1'1'10.. 'I don't know why that is.' (052/247)

Simple Presfnt.4 The Simple Present is most commonly used to
describe an imperfective action in the present, a "law" of nature, or a
habitual activity, as in (2):
2a. No saben de que eran. 'They don't kilO\\, what they were from. '
(004/021)
2b. Uno mata pOI' amor, pero por pena 110. 'One kills out of love,
but not out of pity.' (0521155)
2e. Yo siempre voy por un mes 0 dos meses. 'I always go for one or
two months.' (0391122)

�r:sent Progre:�s�ve.
activity or conditIOn

.

The Progressive is generally used to express an
progress at the moment of speaking, as in (3):

Il1

3. jAve Maria! ;Estoy c/ton-eando yo aqui! 'Oh God! I'm dripping!'
(002/00 I)

Simple Presenl Vs. Present ProgTtssive. The conditions of use of the
Simple Present and Present Progressive differ from Spanish to English.
Although characterization of these differences is complex, they may be
generally Slimmed lip by the fact that ongoing action, which ill English
must be conveyed by the Present Progressive, may be expressed in
.
,
,
Spamsh by en her form, as in (4):
4. iMira, el barco se hunde/se esta hundiCltdo! 'Look, the boat is
sinking! '
Given the low frequency of the Progressive in monolingual Spanish
(Zdenek" 1972, p. 4 �9), and the fact that components of the English
system o� present reference are mutually exclusive while ill Spanish they
are not, n has been hypothesized (e.g., de Granda, 19G8; Klein, 1976)
that a large incidence of the Progressive to convey ongoing action ill the
speech of Puerto Rican bilinguals is due to influence from English.

{Past}
There �re many differen� ways to express an action in the past,
dependmg on the degree of remoteness and the aspectual characteristics
of the action. Hadlich (1971) identifies three main aspects for past
"tense" verbs: the perfective, the imperfective, and the subsequent.
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e or
If an action was perfective and completed ill the past, the Preterit
the
by
the Prett'lite Atw'rior are used, the last being differentiated
degree of remote I less, as in (5):
to
Sa. Yo lline a Caguas como cuando tenia seis aiios. 'I came
1)
(003/07
six.'
Caguas like when I was
5b. Pero no /tubo tenido intimidades de madre y hija. 'But she hadn't
had a close mother-daughter relationship.' (0501130)
n or,'
If the action was imperfective without any mark of initiatio
are
termination, the Imperfect, Present Perfect, and Preterite Perfect
in
ess
used, the last two again being differentiated by degree of remoten
the past, as in (6):

6a. IrnJJerfect.· dEstaba feliz? ' W as he happy?' (048/029)
6b. Present Per/i:ci.· Tienes que pagar los gastos que ellos te han dado.
'You have to pay back the money they've given you.' (0031109)
6e. Preterite Pe rfect: No !tabia tenido hijos de mi esposo. 'I hadn't had
any children by iny husband.' (0501114)
Finally, if the action took place in the past and was directed into the
future, the Future Perfect and the Preterite Conditional are used. These
were not allested in the datil. In add ition, Past Periphrastic and
Progressive forms as well as the Historical Present may be used to convey
{PAST}. These are exemplified in (7) below:
7a. Impnfi'ct Auxiliary + Infinitive: Mi mam;l era pobrecita y lenia
que buscar sus chavos. 'My mother was poor and had to work
hard for her money.' (050/065)
7b. Preferite Auxiliary + Infinitive: Tuvilllos que usaI' carb6n. 'We had
to use coal.' (037/039)
7e. Histoncal Present: Yo entre en la barra y dije "Deme un vaso de
agua" y me mira Ralph y dijo "iQue!" 'I went into the bar a�d
said, "Give me a glass of water" and Ralph looks at me and said,
,
"What! " (004/027)
The Simple Present can also be used to express a durative action in the
past, as in 7d:
7d. Ella me la cuida desde que ella tenia seis meses. "She's taken
care of her for me since she was six months old.' (052/250)
Preterile vs. Present PerfecI.
In both Spanish and English the Preterite
is used to convey perfective as opposed to imperfective ;lspect. In
Spanish the Preterite is used to refer to the beginning, end, or entirety of
an event, state, or characteristic occurring prior to the moment of
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speaking, as in (8a), while the Imperfect is used to refer to the
progression or middle of the event (8b). The Imperfect is also used to
refer to an event which was ill progress when another event lOok place
(Sc) and with time expressions, as in (8d). Although the opposition of
Preterite and Imperfect is more complicated than has been indicated
h ere (Guitan, 1978), the basic distinction outlined above is sufficient for
the present purposes.
Sa. Anoche Ie[ el libro entero. 'Last nigh t I read the whole book.'
Sb. Yo leia a menudo ese periodico. 'I often read/used to read that
newspaper.'
Se. Yo eslaba afuera cuando sunG el tekfono. 'I was outside when
the phone rang. '
Sd. Erall las tres cuando sunu el telCfono. 'It was three o'clock when
the phone rang. '
English does not distinguish between the Imperfect and the Preterite
except by the Past Progressive or the "used lu + verb" formation. This is
an area in which one might expect some degree of convergence toward
English on the part of bilingual speakers.

{Future}
Unlike the fields of {PRESENT} and {PAST}, {FUTURE} is not differ
entiated aspectually, as it is imperfective by its very nature. In Spanish
the semantic field {FUTURE} can be expressed by the Future Indicative,
the Present Indicative, and the Periphrastic Future, as in (9) below:
9a. Yo ire despues pa' alia. 'I'll go there later.'
9b. Yo voy despues pa' alia. 1( 11) go there later. ' (04S/079)
9c. Yo voy a ir despues pa' alia. ' I'm going to go there later.'
'

'

All of these verbal forms correspond to English forms.
There are two mher sets of forms which may be considered to express
futurity: the Subjunctive and the Conditional. Both are characterized by
their h y pothetical, imperfective, future orientation.
The Subjunctive in Spanish is subject to many complicated rules of
u sage; however, the basic pattern involves use of this form in subordi
nate clauses whenever the (surface or underlying) main verb expresses a
doubtful, possible, necessary , or desired action.
Theoretically, there is a Subjunctive form to match every indicative
form. In reality, only four of the Subjunctive forms are commonly used:
the Present, Imperfect, Present Perfect, and Preterite Perfect. The three
Future �ubjunctives have all but disappeared 10 modern Spanish usage.
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l Oa. Pre.sent Subjunctive: EnlOnces, uno 10 tapa para que coja olor.
'Then you cover it so that it can take on the aroma.' (050/059)
l Ob. Imperfect Subjunrtive: Yo queria que las corwciera. 'I wanted her
to get to know them.' (0501128)
10c. Present Perfect Subjunctive: NingL1 I1 boricua, menos qL.e no haya
estudiadu suficiente pa' poderlo h ablar como se debe. 'No
Puerto Rican, unless he has studied enough to be able to speak
it the way it should be spoken. ' (036/2 00)
'
10d. Preterite Pnfeel Subjunctive: Nosotros siempre actuabamos "
como si hubier-amos sido acabados de conocer. 'We always used
to act as if we h ad just met.' (050/362)
There is very little direct overlap with English ill conditions for use of
the Subjunctive, as Engli;,h has lexicalized or lost most of the distinctions
expressed in Spanish by the Subjunctive. The only areas in which these
forms can still be recognized in English surface structure are the third
person singular forms of the Present Subjunctive and the Present and
Past Subjunctive forms of the verb to be, as in ( I I) below:
I l a. It is necessary that he cume immediately.
l ib. If I were a rich man . . .
l ie. We recommend that he be fired.
As Spanish h as many obligatory sites for the use of the Subjunctive
while English has virtually none, this is a potential locus for transference
on the part of bilingual speakers.
The Conditional is used to posit h ypothetical events and is often
found in the result clause after a Subjunctive form in the if-clause.
12a. No me gustaria vivir aqui. 'I wouldn't like to live here.'
(003/092)
12b. Si recobrara la salud, iriamos a Puerto Rico. 'If he could get
back h is health, we would go to Puerto Rico.'
As in English, the Conditional can also be used to express politeness:
12c. �Te gustaria probar las h abich uelas? 'Would you like to taste
the beans?'
Finally, the Conditional can be used to express conjecture in the past
(paralle ling the use of the Future for expressing conjecture in the
present).
12d. Serian las doce cuando vino. ' It was (probably) twelve o'clock
when he came.'
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METHODOLOGY
Several grammars of Spanish (e.g. , Bello, 1970; Alonso, 1964, 1968;
Criado de Val, 1966; Stevenson, 1970; Socarras, 1975) were consulted to
arrive at the list of 26 possible verb forms in the active voice shown in
Table I. Note that in addition to the tenses and moods traditionally
included in prescriptive grammar paradigms, we examined several
compound forms and aspectual structures separately: the Present,
Imperfect, and Preterite Progressives, and -periphrastic formations
c onsisting of auxiliary verbs (with or without prepositions or conjunc
tions) plus infinitives (e.g. , voy a ir 'I'm going to go'). These additional
forms were included in the analysis because of their function as variants
of other Spanish verb forms, because of the fact that like traditional verb
forms they may be considered to function as single units, and because of
their surface similarity to English forms.
Nonconjugable verbal derivatives such as gerunds (which in Spanish
function as adverbs, and in English, as nouns) and past participles
(functioning as adjectives) were omitted from this study.
We further distinguished absolute or systemic uses of verb forms from
extended or nonsystemic uses (Bull, 1971) . Absolute uses are those in
which the function of the form is defined by its systemic position, i.e. , the
uses most commonly associated with the verbs. The sy stemic position
may be altered, changing the orientation of the verb form. These
alterations are extensions of the semantic fields of the surface forms. The
meaning of a verb form used in an extended sense is inferred from
adverbial expressions, other verbs, or markers of temporal shift which
indicate its context in time.
Extensions must be considered separately in order to examine the
ways in which tense, mood, and aspect are conveyed in surface structure.
Thus, in a sentence like Manana voy a Ponce 'Tomorrow I go to Ponce,'
voy is considered a manifestation of the present in its surface form and of
the future in its extended sense. Apparent divergences from the
"standard" as noted in grammar books were checked as potential sites of
changing verb usage in order to ascertain whether they occurred in the
Spanish of New York City Puerto Ricans, and further, if some verb form
usage has been extended either to cover the semantic fields of other
Spanish tenses which have fallen into disuse, or to include English
semantic fields.
Each occurrence of a verb form (excluding lone gerunds and partici
ples) was coded for speaker, for speech style, and according to whether it
was used in an absolute or extended sense. Invariant verb forms such as
those occurring in frozen phrases (e.g., I'll sabes 'you know,' vamos a poner
'let's say') and proverbial expressions (e.g., uno sabe donde nace pero no
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donde muere 'you know where you were born, but not where you'll die')
were excluded from the analysis.
Percentages of occurrences of each type of form were calculated over
all speakers in our primary sample according to language dominance,
extended use, speech style, and sex. I ntragroup comparisons were
made, as well as comparisons with modern Andalusian Spanish, Puerto
Rican and historical Castilian standards, and English.
To determine the statistical significance of the results, we compared
the log-likelihood of rate estimates for the various groupings separately "
as compared to that for the combined data. In addition, we examined
the distribution of verb forms using rank correlation coefficient mea
sures.

THE SAMPLE
The primary data on which this study is based were collected as part of
an interdisciplinary study of language use in EI Barrio of East Harlem,
New York, one of the oldest continuous Puerto Rican settlements in the
United States. This is apparently a stable bilingual community, which
includes speakers who are dominant or monolingual in both Spanish
and English.
Twelve long-time residents (of at least 10 years) of the community
were selected as informants, chosen primarily on the basis of language
dominance as determined by self-report, ethnographic observation, and
linguistic analysis. Six are Spanish-dominant or monolingual, having
migrated to New York at adolescence or later, and six are English
dominant or balanced bilinguals, having arrived in early childhood. The
groups are evenly divided by sex, and members range in age from 20 to
57. Only adults were included in this study in order to distinguish
dialectal from developmental variation.
Sample members reported more years of schooling than the general
Puerto Rican population in New York City (United States Department of
Labor 1975, pp. 50-52). Two-thirds have had some high school educa
tion, and all but one have completed the seventh grade. Those inform
ants who attended school in both Puerto Rico and New York City (5 out
of the 8) reported having received instruction in Spanish and English.
The majority of those who claimed to be Spanish-dominan: reported
Spanish as their habitual language of literacy, while the reverse is true
for the English-dominant group.
A questionnaire administered to the informants revealed a near
consensus on the attitudes that command of the Spanish langllage is not
necessary to be Puerto Rican, and that Spanish is not well regarded by
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American society at large; but that it should nevertheless be kept alive in
the Puerto Rican community in New York.
.
Most respondents (8 out of t!1e 12) claimed to speak "good Sp<lIllsh,"
regardless of reported language dominanc�. Indeed, when ask� d 10 ra�e
.
their Spanish competence on a seve� -po\I1t scal\ � he m�JOIIty � ated
:
.
themselves as "perfect" or "excellent speakers. �,ood Spal1lsh, WelS
described in a variety of ways by these speakers, with good vocabulary
.
.
and pronunciation being the most frequently recurnn� cha�"lcten�a
.
,
,
tions. Only one speaker pomted to grammatical con ectness
as
an
identifying feature of good Spanish.
.
,
When asked who could be considered to speak Spal1lsh well, only
three respondents cited Spaniards. �)ther respons� s included "ol� er
people," who are mostly Spanish-don:l�ant speakers \11 tillS com�lUnlty .
Sample members were fairly evenly divIded between �hose who feel thdt
Spanish should be the official la�guage of Puerto RICO and th� se w�o
would prefer both Spanish and Enghsh. All �es�ondents but thl ee plan
to return to Puerto Rico to live at some pomt \11 the future.
This pattern of responses indicates strong positive feelings o�vards
.
Spanish language maintenance as w�1I as a clear com�unlt � a.... ,<II e�ess
,
.
.
.
, ,
,
of a Puerto Rican Spal1lsh norm dIstinct from that of Castlhan
Spal1lsh.

�
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sampling in white-collar pOSitiOnS, Then, to correct for any possible
influence from Puerto Rican Spanish on the English of these speakers,
their verb usage was compared with that of a middle-class, middle-aged
non-Puerto Rican !'.iew Yorker who is a monolingual speaker of English,
Each informant in the sample was tape-recorded in a variety of speech
situations, which included responding formally to a language attitude
questionnaire, participating in a semiformal sociolinguistic interview,
and using vernacular speech in interacting with peers.
From 29 hours of taped speech, 8,679 Puerto Rican Spanish vernacu-"
lar verb f()[ms were identified, 6,532 from the Spanish-dominant group
and 2,147 from the bilinguals.Ii An additional 270 verb forms represent
ing standard Puerto Rican Spanish were coded from eight consecutive
pages chosen at random from the transcribed interview with Gonzalez.
The interview format here provided a certain degree of comparability
with the speech of the primary sample, although, because of its written
form, this data set can be characterized as far more formal in style , We
also included 473 Andalusian Spanish verb forms and 2,258 English
forms in the study for purposes of comparison, totaling 11,680 instances
of verb usage in all.

RESULTS

Comparative Data
For purposes of comparison with the Spanish-domir:ant and bilingual
spe41kers, five other data sets �ere assembled. Two of Y:ese wer� bas �
, , �as
on sources of standard Spafllsh. Standard Puerto RICan SPdfllSh
represented by an interview with Jose Luisy onzalez (Gonzalez, 1976), a
prominent Puerto Rica� writer who has eVll1ced concern over th? p���ty
,
of Puerto Rican Spafllsh. Second, data on early modern Castllian
,
Spanish were provided by a frequency analysis o� verb us� ge 111, the
, .
,
fifteenth-century picaresque novel La Celestma (Cnado de va\, 19(6)
.
For purposes of cross-dialectal comp�riso�, we analyze�1 the spee�h of
a 29-year-old monolin?ual sp?aker of penlI1;ular Spafllsh, who IS .an
,
upper-middle-class native of �,ranada, Spall1.
' 01. del' to see
Next, two data sets on Enghsh speech were collected IJ1
whether verb usage in the Spanish data is indicative of la�guage
convergence or merely reHects systemic similariti�s between Englisl: and
standard Spanish. First, we examined the Engllsh verb usage �)f two
.
additional speakers from East Harlem. These mformants conSIdered
themselves to be English-dominant bilinguals. They were both � orn and
raised in New York City, and neither has ever lived in Puerto �JCo , Both
have had a university education and were employed at the time of the

�

A noteworthy result of this study is that there was virtually no diver
gence from standard usage among the 8,679 Spanish verb forms
collected from our primary sample. Uses not attested in prescriptive
grammars constituted less than I percent of the data.
Of the 26 verb forms listed in Table 2, four were not attested at all:
Future Perfect, Future Subjunctive, Future Perfect Subjunctive, and
Preterite Conditional. As the first three are highly literary forms, it is not
surprising that there were no occurrences. Of the 22 remaining forms,
12 occur infrequently enough to represent I percent or less of the data.
Table 2 shows that the four inflected forms comprising the subjunctive
mood together constitute less than 4 percent of the 8,679 verb forms.
Indeed, aside from the two uninflected forms (Infinitive and Impera
tive), there are only three quantitatively important forms. The largest
share of all verbal forms is represented by the Simple Present-it
accounts for half of the data, The Preterite accounts for 14 percent, and
the Imperfect, 8 percent. All other inflected forms individually repre
sent 3 percent or less of the total of verbal forms.
How does Puerto Rican Spanish express distinctions of tense, mood,
and aspect by means of these three favored forms? As mentioned above,
each verb use was coded for its surface form as well as its extended
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Table 2

Verb D istribution in Vernacular and Standard Puerto Rican Sp;lIlish

Sill/lilt,,£!
PUS

Vt'11lllCuilll I'US
SpoII iJh

Verb

Fu I1I1S

Il\DICATIVE

Prest'nt
Preterite
Impt'rfect
Present Pt'rfect
Conditional
Preterite Perfect
Future
Preterite Anterior
Future Perfect
Preterite Conditional

[)Olll i/w 111.1
CJ'c11
N

3,2:i I

Bilillrllol.,
?;La
N

All

Spt'flkl'f'S
!If
'A"

49.5

1,07tl

50.2

4,309

4\l.6

9(H

I:-I.tl

324

15.1

1,22tl

14.1

5·1:\

8.3

14tl

6.9

6\11

S.O

143

2.2

43

2.0

Itlti

2.1

49

14

0.7

6:'1

0.7

22

O.S
0.3

0.2

27

12

0.2

3

0.1

15

0

0.0

I

0.0

245

3.8

78

158

2.4

23

N

o/ca

13:i

4\U

�5

l'i

9.:\
5.ti

6

l.l

10

3.7

0.3

2

0.7

0.2

5

1.9

I

0.0

0

0 0

3.6

323

3.7

12

4.4

43

2.0

201

2.3

4

1.5

0.4

16

0.7

39

0.4

0

0.0

15

0.2

6

0.3

21

0.2

4

0.1

4

0.2

8

01

0

135

2.1

54

2.5

189

2.2

2

0.7

26

0.4

5

0.2

31

0.4

0

0.0

0.1

9

0.1

0

0.0

2.6

5

PERIPHRASTIC

Present Modal +
I nfinitive
Present Periph rastic
Future
Imperfect Modal +
Infinitive
Preterite Modal +
Infinitive
Imperfect Periphrastic
Future

0.4
0.0

PROGRESSIVE

Present Progressive
I mperfect Progressive
Preterite Progressive

6

0.1

3

Present Subjunctive
Imperfect Subjunctive
Preterite Perfect Subjunctive
Present Perfect Subjunctive
Future Subjunctive
Future Perfect Subjunctive

257

3.9

51

2.4

308

3.5

7

71

20

10

0.5

81

0.9

2

0.7

4

0.1

2

0.1

6

0.1

0

I

0.0

I

0.0

2

0.0

I

0.0

Imperative
I nfinitive

173

2.6

82

3.8

255

2.9

0

0.0

510

7.8

176

8.2

6tl6

7.9

45

Hi.7

SUBJUNCTIVE

Total

6,532

2,147

8,679

"Percentages may not add up to 100 percent because of rounding.

270

0.4
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meaning whe re relevant. Table :1 shows how verb forms are distributed
to convcy the semdIltic fields of {PRESEl\:T}, {PAST}, and {FUTURE}.
By far the preferred form of expressing present reference is through
USe of the Simple Present. Preterite and Imperfect forms are generally
used to express past reference, with the Present Perfect also represent
ing a sizable though lesser contribution.
Results for the semantic field of {FUTURE}, however, are somewhat
less predictable. As can be seen, the single verb form used most
frequently to convey futurity is the Present Subjunctive, a form we"
included in this category because of its imperfective and future-oriented
nature. When we examine only those forms used to convey futurity
directly, we find that the Present Periphrastic and Simple Present are the
preferred ways of expressing this semantic field, with the inflected
Future itself accounting for only 2 percent of the remaining data.
This finding explains how speakers of Puerto Rican Spanish express
{PRESENT}, {PAST}, and {FUTURE} by means of a basic present - past
tense distinction: the Present has been extended to cover the semantic
field of the Future, which is used only rarely and not necessarily to
convey futurity. (Note from Table 3 that one-third of the allested Future
forms were used for {PRESENT} reference.)
These findings are in keeping with studies on Spanish in the South
west reviewed by Floyd (1978). While not directly comparable to ours
because they are not quantitative, these studies repeatedly indicate that
the Present, Imperfect, and Preterite are the most productive forms,
maintaining their usual functions as well as expanding to include those
of other verbal forms.
The substitution of the Present as well as the periphrastic construction
for the Future has been widely observed in California, Texas, and
Colorado, and the use of the Present for the Preterite and the Present
Perfect has also been noted, though less generally. The distinctions
between the Preterite and Imperfect and between the Preterite and
Present Perfect have been maintained in Chicano Spanish, though there
have been limited observations of variation between forms. Contrary to
the findings reported for the Puerto Rican community below, the use of
the Imperfect in either clause of conditional sentences has been fre- .
quently noted in Southwest Spanish.
In general, it has been reported that compound forms of both the
indicative and subjunctive moods are used infrequen'tly and are occa- ,
sionally replaced by other forms. Use of the progressives has been widely'
observed, and they have even been reported to take on functions of the
Simple Presenl and Imperfect. As we will see, this tendency is not
exhibited by Puerto Rican Spanish.
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Distribution of illllected Verb Forms by Semantic Field in Puerto Rican
Spanish of East H arlem Speakers

Verb

Preterite
Im perfect
Present
Perfect

Imperfect

Modal +
Infinitive

C;c,ll

N

1,225 54.1
6H9 30.4

186

8.2

39

1.7

{FUTURE}

Verb
FU17l�

Simple
Present
Present Modal

+ Infinitive
Present

Progressive

Future

C7£o

N

4,147 HH.9

Verb

FU17l�
Present
Periphrastic
Future

32��

6.9

Simple
Present

IH9

4.1

Future

5

0.1

Past

Peri phrastic

N

(}((/

201 24.H
131

16.2

10

1.2

H

1.0

------------------------------------

Imperfect

Progressive

Simple
Present
Preterite

Perfect

31
38

1.4

1.2

21

0.9

Preterite
Progressive

9

0.4

Totalb

2,265

7.H

Subjunctive

30H

3H. I

Imperfect
Subjunctive

HI

10.1

7

O.Y

Present

Preterite

Modal +
Infinitive

63

Conditional

1.4

27

Perfect

Subjunctives

13a. Simple Present substituted for Subjunctive (2 examples): Quieren
q ue los nenes no ,saben [sepan]. 'They want the children not to
know. ' (0431171)
13b. Subjunctive substituted for Present Perfect ( l example): jNo me
digas que 10 hayas dejado [has dejado] puesto! 'Don't tell me you
left it on! (004/005)
13c. Infinitive substituted for Simple Present or Subjunctive (3 exam
ples): You know, como tu hablarles [les hablaslles hables] como
si tu-te estan hablando contigo-como ttl hablarles, como tu
corresponderles. 'You know, the way you speak to them, as if
you-they're speaking to you-the way you speak to them, the
way you communicate with them.' (037/243)

COMPARATIVE EVIDENCE FROM THE PUERTO
RICAN STANDARD
4,664

H09

Note: The table does not include 255 imperatives and 6tl2 infinitives uttered by these
speakers. In addition, it does not include the following 13 forms wfuch were used
idiosyncratically:
Simple Present substituted for Present Subjunctive
Simple Present substituted for Imperative

,
.
.
Infinitive substituted for Simple Present or Present SubJulKtlve
Infinitive substituted for Imperative

Preterite substituted for Imperfect
Imperfect substituted for Condition� 1
.
Present Progressive substituted for SImple Present
Present Progressive substituted for Past Progressive

.
Present Perfect Subjunctive substituted for Present Perfect

apercentages may not add up to 100 percent because of rounding.

"N=7,738.

The use of verbs in an extenued sense accounts for only 2 percent of our
data (n
179). Eleven types of extended uses occurred, four of which
are considered perfectly acceptable by prescriptive Spanish grammars.
The occurrence of two others (use of the Present for the I mperative, anu
the Imperfect for the Conditional) has been noted in descriptions of
other Spanish dialects (Floyd, 1978), as well as in standard Spanish
grammars. The remaining five types of extended use (eight examples)"
do not form any particular pattern. These were uttered by both
Spanish-dominant and bilingual speakers. Examples of these may be
seen in (13) below:
=

{PRESENT}

{PAST}

Fom;;
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Extended Usage

Table 3

•

Ml CASE HlR CONVERCU\CE

2

I

3
I

I

2
I

I

I

Table 2 reveals strikingly little difference between "standard" verb usage
and that of the East Harlem sample. Comparing the log-likelihoods of
rate estimates calculated from these figures separately and combined
reveals that the most significant differences between the two data
sources are in the area of past tense forms (Preterite and Imperfect)
which are used more by the East Harlem speakers than in the standard
represented by Gonzalez. This is due to a greater proportion of informal
speech in the East Harlem data, which included many narratives of
personal e xperience requiring verb forms in the past.
Of the inflected forms, on the other hand, Gonzalez uses significantly
(p < .001) more Conditional and Future than do the other spe lkers. Use
of the Conditional is probably an aspect of academic or learned speaking
characterized by hypothetical argument and mitigating suggestions.
Finally, although Gonzalez used more inflected future forms, there was
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Table

4

Language Dominance

Verb Distribution by Speech Style ill VClllantiar Pucrto Riclll Sp;ll lish
Sptt'(h St,.11'

III/on/wi
Verb Fonns
PreseIH
Preterite
I mperfect
Present Perfect
Conditional
Preterite Perfect
Future
Preterite A l1lerior
Preselll !,>Iodal + Infinitive
Preselll Periphrastic Future
I mperfect Modal + Infinitive
Preterite Modal + I nfinitive
I mperfect Periphrastic Future
PreseIH Progressive
Imperfect Progressive
Preterite Progressive
Present Subjunctive
I mperfect Subjunctive
Preterite Perfect Subjunctive
Present Perfect Subjunctive
I mperative
I nfinitive
Totalb

c'a
Ie·

N
919
6 45
3 1;H
69
9
H
5

56
52
15
8
5
:-15

9

4
53
2H

()
()

24

IH6

2,499

QIU,\twIlJUlife
(1

Iv'

Vl'nwl"1IIII r

9(

N

i7£;ll

:)(;.11

1,71;6

Ii 1.:-1

I ,li�4

2 5 . 11
14.7

1·17
117

5.1
4.1

4 :11;

71

2.5

206
4(;

1.4

14

IH

0.4
0.5

0.2

3
0

0. 0

5.2

117
104

:1.4
3.2

:.I.H
0.4
(U

40
I

0.0

0.2

7

0.0

0
150

0.0

45

1.6

2.2
2.1

0.6
0.3
0.2
1 .4

0.4
0.2
2.1
1 .1
0.0

8
4

I

6H
7

(U

0.1
0.0
2.4
0.2

2
1�2
17

0.0

0

4.�
o . t)

1.0

4()

(J.O
(J.O
1.4

7.4

269

9.3

O.(J

I

2,8H3

Hi

9
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49.3
1:1 . 2
6.3
1.4

0.1

05
0.:-1

2
86
15
3
13:{
3t)
6

I
191
231

0.1
2.6
0.2
0.1
4.0
1.1
O.�

I t had been h ypothesized that reported and observed langu age domi
nance wo uld pla y a major role ill differentiating patterns of verb usage.
Spanish-do lllinant Pue rto Ricans could be considered to be less under
the influence of English than are bilingu als.
As can be seen in Table 2, however, there is remarkably little
difTerence between the two grou ps. I ndeed, the most startling aspect of
these findings is their great regularity. Log-like lihood tests based on
these figures reveal that the only significant area of difference is in the
use of the Su bjunctive. 'fhe bilinguals use somewhat less of these forms
than the Spanish-dom inant speakers, a tendency which h ad been
hypothesized (e.g., de Granda, 19(8) to be due to convergence toward
English. Although this possibility cannot be overruled, no conclusive
evidence in its favor h as yet been presented. Note that the slight increase
in use of the Subjunctive by Spanish-dominant speakers is not accompa
nied by significant rate differences between any other forms. What is
more, Table 2' shows that "standard" Puerto Rican Spanish is charac
terized by Subjunctive usage closer to that of the bilinguals than to that
of the Spanish-dominant speakers. ThEse results, then, cannot be
considered evidence for any significant degree of convergence o f
vernacular Puerto Rican Spanish toward English.

0.0
5.H
7.0

:{,:.I!J7

"Percentages may not add up to I ()(J percefll because of rounding.
bN =8,679.

no significant rate diffe rence in the use of the Periphrastic Future. As in
other languages, such as French and English, the Futur e in Puerto Rican
Spanish is probably largely reserved as a marker of highly formal speech
performance. The absence of the I mperative in Gonzalez's data is due to
the interview situation from which they were extracted. Simila rly, in the
East Harlem data, as seen in Table 4, I mperatives were used least in the
informal interview and most frequently in vernacular settings, primarily
when addressing children.

CONTRIBUTION OF EXTRALINGUISTIC FACTORS
TO VERB USAGE
Sex
Sex of the speaker was not a distinguishing factor in the use of verb
forms.

CONVERGENCE?
Although the results presented in the preceding sections point to an
overwh elming homogeneity of verb u sage regardless of language domi
nance, it would be difficult to substantiate a claim that even the Spanish
spoken by Spanish-dominant or monolingual Puerto Ricans h as re
Inained uninf1 uenced by English, considering that Puerto Rico h as
undergone several periods of official emph asis on English since 1898.
Lack of variation might conceivably be explained by the possibility that
the Spanish of both groups h as been inl1uenced by English.
To acco u nt for this possibility, we compared the East Harlem data first
with data from fifteenth-century Spanish, then with modern Andalusian
Spanish, and finally with English .

Comparative Evidence from the Historical Standard
Figu re 1 correlates the rank o rder of inflected verb-fo rm frequencies of
tl�e East Harlem and La Celestina data sou rces. Points lying near the
diagonal represent forms of relatively equal importance in each corpus.
Strikingly eno ugh, Figure 1 shows that the relative ranking of verb form
usage has remained basically unchanged since the fifteenth century. The
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Fut u re
Subjunctive ...

12

Future Perfect/
Preterite Condi
tional

.-::
i- I I
<t:
Cl

�

"'"

...l
0::
<t:
:c

<t:

"'"

z
-

Vl

�
0::
0

•

8

0
0::

5

Cl
0::
0

4

•

"'"
"'"

;:;:
Z
<t:
0::

3

Preterite
Perfect

• Conditional

7

6

Perfect
S u J lJunCtiVe
'
.

• Fu tu re

9

"'"

Fifteenth-Centu r y S panish

Anterior

i-

Vl

Verb Distri b u t io n i n Vernacular Puerto Rican S panish and

�"
•

10

•

•
Present
Subjunctive

2

Imperfect
S u bj unctive

3

Verh FomLI
Present
Preterite
Present Perfect
Imperfect
Preterite Perfect
Preterite Anterior
Future
Cond itional
F u t u re Perfect/Preterite Conditional
Present Subjunctive
Imperfect Subjunctive
Future Subjunctive
All Perfect Subjunctive

N
4 , :109
1 , 22H
I H6
69 1
'2 7
I
15
63
0
30H
81
0
H
6,9 1 7

Cj( fI
62.3
1 7 .H
2.7
1 0 .0
0.4
0.0
0.2
0.9
0.0

4.5
1 .2
0.0
0. 1

La Celestina

N

lk

(J

1 8 .0
3.5

53.7

1 .5
'2 . 0

4.5
6.0

0. 1
0.0

0.3
0.3

2.0
O .t>
0.5

6.0
1 .8
1 .5

1 0. 4

4.0

1 1 .9

0.6
0 . 5·

1.8
1 .5

0. 1

0.3

3:H

Note: The data in this table include only forms comparable to those studied by Criado
de Val. The totals for the La Celestina data were converted from relative frequencies over
all grammatical categories. Raw freq uencies were not available.
"Percentages may not add up to 1 00 percent because of rounding.

Present
Perfect

• Imperfect

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
II
RA N K ORDER O F FORMS I N LA CELESTINA

Vemfl(ulllr Puerto
Huan S/){l IIi.l/t

Total

Comparative Evidence from Modern Andalusian Spanish

• Preterite

2
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Table 5

Figure I
Rank Order of I n flected Verb- Form Freq ue ncies in East Harlem Data
Versus Order in La Cell's/ina
13

1\0 CASE

12

13

rank correlation o f these figures is 0.85 by Spearman's rho measure,
indicating a strong similarity in the distribution of verbal forms. An
apparent exception is the rank order of the Preterite Perfect in the two
data sources. However, as can be seen in Table 5, this form is practically
nonexistent in both the East Harlem data and fifteenth-century Spanish.
A more striking exception involves the inf1ected Future, precisely the
form we have seen to be practically displaced by the Simple Present in
modern-day vernacular Puerto Rican Spanish.

Table 6 compares verb distribution in vernacular Puerto Rican and
Andalusian Spanish.
Figure 2 shows that the rank orders of verb-form frequencies in the
East Harlem and Andalusian data sets are again very highly correlated,
at 0.79 by Spearman's rho coefficient. One major difference is in use o f
the Imperative, a form not attested a t all i n Andalusian Spanish, because
of the semiformal nature of the interview situation from which the data
were extracted. Other apparent exceptions in Figure 2, such as those
involving the compound Preterite forms and the Imperfect Periphrastic
Future, are due to sparse data (Table 6).

Comparative Evidence from English
When we compare the vernacu lar Puerto Rican Spanish verbs with
English Crable 7), on the other hand, we find that their distribution is
significantly different for every verb form but one, the Present Progres-
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Figure 2

Verb Distribution i n Vernacular Puerto Rican Spanish and Modern

Ra n k Order of Ve rb-Form Freq uencies in East H a rlem V e rsus

Andalusian Spanish

Andalusian Data

Vemaruiar

PlLerto
Verb FUrIIlS
INDICATIVE

Present
Preterite
Imperfect
Present Perfect
Conditional
Preterite PerfeCl
Future
Preterite Anterior
Future Perfen
Preterite Conditional

N

PROGRESSIV E

Present Progressive
Imperfect Progressive
Preterite Progressive
SUBJ UNCTIVE

Preterite

A lulailLllI1Il SPll llillt

N

9( "

9(

Conditional

IJ

Future Pe rfect
4 , :{O9

49.6

1 ,228
6�1 l

14. 1

1 86

8.0
2. 1

6:\
27

0. 7
O . :}

15

0. 2
0.0

I

2-18
24
:)4

:">.1

7

1 1 .4
1 .5

9

1 .9

0
6

I . :{

()
I
()

()

0
.2

<t:
f<t:
0
:;;:
.....

22

4.7

2.3

39
21

0.4

5
9

1.1
1 .9

(f)

0. 2
0. 1

0

0

8

0

0

1 89

2.2

2

.4

31

0.4
0. 1

3

.6

0

0

Subjunctive .

20-

•

...J

3.7

()

•

308
81

3.5
0. 9

6

0. 1

2

0. 0

Imperative
I n finitive

255
686

19
7

I
I

0

8,679

2.9
7.9

4 .0
1 .5
.2
.2
0

0

()

0
55

0
1 1 .6

"'"

0
IX
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0
IX
0
;:.::
Z
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Preterite Perfect
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Conditional •

:;;:
IX
0
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·
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1 5-

"'"

Present Subjunctive
Imperfect Subjunctive
Preterite Perfect Subjunctive
Present Perfect Subjunctive
Future Subjunctive
Future Perfect Subjunctive

•

Presen t Per l eet

323
20 1

9

•

52.4

IX
<t:
:c
f(f)
<t:
.....
Z

PERIPHRASTIC

Present Modal + I n finitive
Present Periphrastic Future
Imperfect Modal + I n finitive
Preterite Modal + I n finitive
Imperfect Periphrastic Future

/\/ udem

Rl({lll Sp(/ II/.sh

•
•

Preterite
Modal
+ I n finitive

Imperfect Subjunctive

1 0-

•
•

Present Progressive

Present Periphrastic
Future

•

Imperative

Present Subjunctive
Present Modal + I n finitive

5-

•

Preterite

473

apercentages may not add up to 1 00 percent because of rounding.
bN = 9, 1 52,
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I

10

I
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I
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Figure 3

Table 7

Ra n k Order of V e rb- Form FrcCjuen cies i n East
H d rlem Versus English Data

V e rb Dist r i b u t ion i n V e rn ac u la r l'ueno Rican Spanish and in English

Varwrll!lIr
Puerto H ilmi Spwwh
Verb FomL'
Present
Preterite/I mperfect
Present Perfect
Conditional
Preterite Perfect/Preterite Anterior
Future
Present Modal + Infinitive
Present Periphrastic Future
ImperfectJPreterite Modal + Infinitive
I mperfect Periphrastic Future
Present Progressive
Imperfect/Preterite Progressives
Subjunctive
I mperative
I nfinitive
Totalb

Note: These 2,258 English forms consist of

23 1

N
4 ,:109
1 ,9 1 9
1 86
6:'1
28
15
323
20 1
60
8
1 89
40
397
255
686

ElIgh.lh

(if-IJ

N

Cji .fJ

49.6
2�. 1
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0.7
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714
29
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1 22

II

0.6
0. 1
2.2
0.5

99

4.6
2.9

I
46
1 09

7.9

8,679

2

53
28

I m perfect
Periphrastic
Future

15

14

•

Pr eterite
Pedect &
Anterior
I mperfect
& Preterite •
Progressives

13

3.8
O.Y
2.2
5.4
0.5
4.3
0. 1
2 . :'1

1 .2
0.0
2.0
4.8

2,258

1 , 1 44 from the Puerto Rican informants and

12

-<
f-.
-<
,::,
:::E
"'-l
-J
0::
-<
::r:
f-.
(j')
-<
"'-l
Z

II

Future

I m perfect &
Preterite Modal .
+ Infinitive

•

•

Conditional

Present
Progressive

•

1 , 1 1 4 from the non-Puerto Rican informants. Log-likelihood tests of significance showed
that w hile verb distribution in the English of Puerto Rican informants differed from
standard English on some points, the former differed from Puerto Rican Spanish on all

•

points. All English verbs were therefore considered together.
"Percentages may not add up to 1 00 percent because of rounding,
bN= 1 0,937.

sive, a form frequently cited as indicative of transference from English,
This is not evidence for convergence, particularly since statistical tests
show that there is no significant rate difference in use of the Present
Progressive in vernacular Puerto Rican Spanish and Andalusian Span
ish, w hich could not have been influenced by English.
Moreover, the correlation of the rank order of verb distribution in
Puerto Rican Spanish and English is only 0.53 (Figure 3). In fact, the
Andalusian data show even greater similarity to English than do those o f
vernacular Puerto Rican Spanish, with a Spearman's rho coefficient o f
0.57.
It is more likely that even this much similarity between the three data
sets renects either universals in tense distribution or sheer coincidence
rather than the results of any historical relationship between English and
the other two dialects.

•

Present
Modal +

Present
Periph rastic
Future

Imperative

Subjunctive .

Prete rite/ I m perfect

Present

1

2

1

3

1

4

1

5

1

6

1

7

1

8

1

9

1
10

1

II

1

12

I

13
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AREAS OF DISTRIBUTIONAL INCONGRUENCE
In this section we exa m ine in detail the three areas of di stribu t iollal
incongruence between Spa n ish and Ellglish (d. K lein , 197G; Lavandera,
198 1): Simple Present
PreseIll Progressive, Present Perfect
Preter
ite, and Imperfect
Preterite.
�

�

�

Simple Present

�

Present Progressive

There was one case of use of the Spa nish Present Progressive used for
the Simple Present in the 8,679 verbs studied. Because it occurred with a
verb of perception, which in standard Spanish cat egorically reljui res the
Simple Present, it con ceivably constitutes transference from English,
which allows both the Simple and the Progressive Present in these verbs.
14a. Yo no estoy viendo eso. ' I'm not seeing that.' (002/3 14)

Preterite

�

Imperfect

There was one case of use of the Preterite in Spanish to convey a
habitua l action in the past. Standard Spanish categorically requires an
imperfective verb in such contexts. This utterance may also be due to
transference from English, which allows for either form, depending on
adverbial support.
14b. Yo n o soy parrandero. Antes sl, antes yo sali. ' I' m not a partier.
Before yes, before I went/used to go out.' (003/0 10)

Present Perfect

�

Preterite

There were no instances suggesting transference in the third area of
distributional incongruence, that of the Present Perf ect/Preterite opposi
tion.

DISCUSSION
Systematic quan titative analysis has revealed empirically an overwhelm
ing stability in the systems of tense, m ood, and aspect in the Puerto Rican
Spanish language spoken in the United States. This research shows
almost n o differentiation between the Spanish of East Harlem speakers
a n d the Puerto Rican Spanish standard, represented by the speech of a
prominent Puert o Rican author. Moreover, there was great simila rity
between vernacular Puerto Rican and Andalusian Spa nish, a dialect
which has not been i n extended contact with English. The differences

i\ ( ) L\SL H ) I{
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which do emerge may be att ributed to the nature of the speech situations
from which the data were extracted.
We have also presented evidence that the rela tive importance of the
various verb forms has remained basically unchan ged in Spanish since
the f ifteen th century. The area of greatest divergence is in use of the
in f lected Future, a form which has practically been replaced by the
Periphrastic Future in contemporary vernacular Puerto Rican Spanish,
and which now appears to be reserved for use in formal speech styles.
This f inding is not su rprising in view of the long history of vacillation "
between in f lected and periphrastic Future forms, beginning with Clas
sical Latin. Displacement of the Future by periphrastic forms is wide
spread in all of Latin America (Lapesa, 1 968, p. 359) as well as in other
Romance lan guages and English.
This study also shows little or no divergence between bilingual and
Span ish-domi nant speakers in the distribution of Spa nish verb forms.
In f luence of English does not appear to have affected these core a reas of
the Spanish lan guage. A minor trend toward what has been construed as
convergence with English (de Granda, 1968) was evidenced in the data
by a lesser incidence of the Subjunctive on the part of the bilingual
group. However, this d ifference was not accompanied by sign i f icant rate
differences in use of other forms, and thus it was difficult to attribute it
with any degree of certainty to in f luence from English. Ind eed, we have
shown that distribution of verb forms in vernacular Puerto Rican
Spanish differs significantly from English patterns on all points but one
(the Present Progressive). In crease in use of the Present Pl'Ogressive has
also been attributed ( Klein, 1976; de Granda, 1968) to convergence.
However, no conclusive evidence of actual increase can be drawn from
this or other studies.
Extended use of verb forms in general was shown to correspond to
a ccepted standard usage, with the exceptions representing less than 1
percent of the data. Only two examples of what might be considered
extensions in the direction of English were attested. Because of the
current lack of a n y general tendency in extended use, we would not
expect the emergence in the n ea r future of a norm in Puerto Rican
Spanish verb usage different from the standard.
In sum, the only factor which may be said to differentiate verb usage
in any signi f ican t way is the speech style in which the form was uttered.
Diff erent speech situations were shown to favor different proportions of
verbal forms, providin g yet another example of the inherent stylistic
variation which characterizes natu ral languages.
This research in dicates that the verbal paradigm has remained stable
in a situation of lan guage contact, despite hypotheses that this should
accelerate linguistic change (Lavandera, 1981).
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Such conclusiolls were Bot drawn in qualitative studies of verb usage
in other varieties of United States Spanish. H owever, these studIt'S have
concentrated on supposed deviations from the standard , without quantitative study of this standard itself (Bills, 1975, p. vii).
This study shows that when apparent deviations are placed wllllm the
.
.
context of the entire system, t hey are seen to constitute only a mmuscule
proportion of the total verbal output. This I eads us to suggest that
.
.
.
emphasis on deviations in multilingual situations on tl� e part of re
searchers, educators, and illlellectuals IS merely stereotypmg due to the
phenomenon of categorical perception (Labov, 19GG), wh: reby (le�'la
.
tion from a norm may be seen as far more promment than Its negligible
frequency would warrant.
"
What explanation could reasonably account for the lack of cor� verg
ence? On the one hand, the time scale in this contact situation IS
considerably less than that involved in Gumperz and Wilson's study. O � l
the other hand, enough time (several generations) has elapsed to permit
at least some movement, so that the resistance of convergence must be
attributed to other factors. It is probable that the circulatory pattern
(Campos and Bonilla, 1976) which charact�I�izes Puerto Rican mi ?Tation
.
to and from the United States has a stabilIZIng effect on the Spamsh
language. Because of this there are alw� ys sO me monol �ngual speakers
.
.
of Spanish in the Puerto Rican commumty. � he I �crea� mg presence .of
other Hispanics in New York City adds to this effect. � mally, the SOCIal
implications of linguistic assimilation for the cor:n muI1lty s � lOuld flOt be
.
u nderestimated. Desire for Spanish language mamtenance IS unaf llmous
among community members (Attinasi, 1978). The language a�l1tu� es
reported above reveal the value attac � ed not only to the Spal11sh
.
language, but to a specifically Puerto RICan vanety.
.
.
Community members themselves are aware .of Puerto Rican � pal11sh
as a distinct variety which is correctly perceived as charactenzed by
low-level but highly visible differences from the Castilian standard.
Their criteria for "good Spanish" are pronunciation and vocabulary, not
grammatical correctness. This asses �ment accu:ately reflects the area 1Il,
.
which vernacular Puerto Rican Spal1lsh usage diverges most from that 01
other dialects.
Because this variety is close to, if not identical with, the standard
.
.
insofar as verb usage is concerned, it would be III-adVIsed to tr� to
impose another norm upon speakers of vernacular Puerto RICan
"
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Examiners could also reevaluate their methods of rating language
competence based on grammatical knowledge and usage . For example,
in many tests administered at present, mastery of the Subjunctive is
considered an indication of maximal proficiency in Spanish, while
mastery of a regularly inf1ected form like the Future represents a lower
level of proficiency. According to the findings of this study, this practice
does not properly measure native abilities. Before constructing tests of
native language proficiency, examiners should obtain reliable statistics
on the actual distribution of linguistic features in the particular dialect of
the speaker being tested . Without this inf()[mation, any results will be
due to inherent biases toward a specious "standard" which reflects the
speech of neither the teachers nor their students.

NOTES
I . The term " prestige" is used here in its techn ical sense only.

2 . A n example of such a test is the Foreign Service I n stitute exam used

LO

test

Peace Corps and other government applicants. It has also been used in screening
bi lingual teachers in several areas.

3. N u mbers in parentheses refer to speaker and example. Examples not

followed by th ese codes were created for expository purposes but reHect the
recorded speech.
4. This i n c l u des the present modal plus i n fin itive.
5 . These data, which consist of i n formal speech elicited by a sociol inguistic
i n terview , were collected by Poplack i n 1 976.
6 . The d i s parity between the LOtals reHects the fact that the bili nguals
produced less Spanish and more English than did the Spanish-dominant
speakers.

,

Spanish.
.
.
.
.
. . .
.
These facts should be conSidered 111 the plannmg of bIlmgu.t1 C U I n.
cula �md in the preparation of language tests for native speakers �)f
Spanish. Knowledge of the actual di� tribution � nd use of .verb forr�l � 111
the community should aid teachers m determll1Hlg learnlI lg pnonlles.
.

.
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